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Quantium today launches its overseas forwarding services, 2YOU4, in Osaka, for 

 general consumers as part of its fulfillment services, eFulfillment, targeting e-commerce traders. 

Our eFulfillment services have been widely used by e-commerce traders as part of the EFFECT's international shipping 

management system, Raku-Raku System, which allows e-commerce traders to forward shipments with no minimum 

quantity requirements. Available in multiple languages including Japanese, English and Chinese (simplified), EFFECT's 

user-friendly primary functions are provided for smartphones to meet the global shipping and overseas forwarding needs of 

general consumers living overseas who wish to shop from Japanese online shopping sites. 

 

 

Tokyo, February 26, 2014 - Quantium Solutions (Japan) Inc. (hereinafter "Quantium", Headquarters: Ota-ku, Tokyo, 

Representative Director: Yoshihiko Sasaki), is a wholly owned Japanese subsidiary of Singapore Post. Quantium today 

launches 2YOU4 (https://www.2you4.jp ), overseas forwarding services for general consumers from the Osaka Branch 

(Location: Suminoe-ku, Osaka), as part of its fulfillment services, eFulfillment (http://www.ezyfulfilment.jp ), an one-stop 

solution for overseas online shopping and distribution services.  

 

 

 

I. Free membership registration to obtain a transit address in Japan. 

II. Shop at favorite stores in Japan and specify the registered transit address for the destination of the goods 

that you purchase.   

III. Make a forwarding request using an easy-to-use transit request system designed for PCs and smartphones. 

IV. After payment has been made, sit back and wait for your package to arrive at the transit address overseas. 

A forwarding request for 2YOU4 will be completed in simple steps provided above.  

 

With 2YOU4, a smartphone-supported system available in multiple languages including Japanese, English and Chinese 

(simplified), Quantium not only offers services to help e-commerce traders export goods from Japan through our EFFECT's 

international shipping management system, Raku-Raku System, but we also offer inexpensive, easy, safe and convenient 

overseas shipping fulfillment services to general consumers using Japanese online shopping sites from overseas.  

 

As with the EFFECT, 2YOU4 allows customers to ship merchandise purchased on multiple sites to a forwarding shipping 

address in Japan in batch.  

 

In response to the global shipping and overseas forwarding needs, Quantimum is committed to offering reliable and trusted 

services by proactively considering additional multilingual services and value added services tailored to the needs of general 

consumers living overseas.  

 

 

http://www.quantiumsolutions.jp/index.html
https://www.2you4.jp/
http://www.ezyfulfilment.jp/
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About “EFFECT” 

 

The fulfillment service include stock control, merchandise inspection, picking, packing, preparation of export documents, 

shipping and delivery for e-commerce traders. This comprehensive shipping support for overseas e-commerce, have been 

launched in November 2012, accomplished by allying Quantium’s warehousing control and shipping system with the on-line 

shipping function provided by Japan Post. 

 

Specifically, after e-commerce traders deliver their merchandise to Quantium, Quantium perform receiving inspection and 

storage and stock control. Upon receiving shipping instructions from e-commerce traders, Quantium pick and pack products, 

prepare and create all necessary export documents and delivery labels for Japan Post’s Express Mail Service (EMS) or 

international e-packet, and ship the goods to buyers in other countries. Shipped merchandise is delivered to purchasers all 

over the world through Japan Post’s international mail network.  

 

Because EFFECT service provides one-stop logistics, e-commerce traders can simplify the process from stock control to 

delivery. The service can handle small-sized transactions, which is particularly helpful for small and medium-sized 

e-commerce traders that plan to expand their e-commerce activities overseas because it reduces outsourcing costs.  

Alliance 

 

About Quantium Solutions 

 

Quantium Solutions is an e-fulfilment and mail solutions service provider.  In e-fulfilment, it offers one-stop service from 

pick-up services to warehousing, pick and pack, inventory management, delivery, to returns management and more.  It also 

offers mail solutions such as mailroom management. With an established network in 10 countries within the Asia Pacific 

region. Quantium Solutions provides businesses with a comprehensive range of services to suit its customers’ needs and 

budgets.  

 

Quantium Solutions is headquartered in Singapore and has operations in 45 cities in the following nine other countries in 

Asia Pacific: Australia, Hong Kong, India, Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand, Philippines, Taiwan and Thailand. 
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